IELTS at a glance for admissions professionals

Do you need to quickly understand an undergraduate’s language abilities while reviewing applications in an academic context? We’ve got you! Use this flash guide to quickly integrate IELTS results into your holistic application evaluation.

### IELTS 6.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What the Score Means:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening: Can comprehend main ideas and participate in general conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking: Capable of discussing familiar topics and conveying basic explanations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading: Identifies primary ideas and key details within texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing: Crafts organized and basic essays.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insights for Applications**

- Prepared For: Facilitating basic communication and understanding across varied contexts.
- Keep in Mind: Potential challenges in specialized academic discussions and utilizing technical vocabulary.

### IELTS 6.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What the Score Means:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening: Understands specific and abstract discussions, capturing distinct viewpoints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking: Utilizes a varied vocabulary and formulates detailed explanations effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading: Engages with and comprehends factual and opinion-based texts, recognizing authorial stances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing: Generates clear, detailed text, adeptly utilizing precise vocabulary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insights for Applications**

- Prepared For: Moderating academic communication and handling topics from general to somewhat specialized natures.
- Keep in Mind: May benefit from occasional language support, especially in highly specialized academic areas.
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IELTS 7.0

**What the Score Means:**
- Listening: Proficiently uses note-taking and comprehends complex discussions.
- Speaking: Demonstrates fluency in social and academic contexts, coherently organizing detailed discourse.
- Reading: Achieves quick comprehension through adept skimming and scanning, grasping detailed and nuanced meanings.
- Writing: Clearly structures essays, communicating ideas with purpose and understanding.

**Insights for Applications**
- Prepared For: Strong academic communication and thorough understanding across listening, speaking, reading, and writing domains.
- Keep in Mind: Minor lapses in specialized vocabulary or understanding highly nuanced textual meanings may occur.

IELTS 7.5

**What the Score Means:**
- Listening: Can effectively understand both explicit and implied meaning in most situations, including academic discussions and lectures.
- Speaking: Easily articulates ideas with spontaneity and fluency, with broad lexical range that includes common idiomatic references.
- Reading: Approaches complex reading with confidence, fully recognizing an author's position and tone.
- Writing: Develops logically structured essays demonstrating ability to synthesize complex ideas and present complete arguments.

**Insights for Applications**
- Prepared For: Participating in academic discussions, managing nuances in content, and engaging with complex ideas.
- Keep in Mind: On occasion may benefit from clarification of highly technical concepts or when exploring new cultural contexts.
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IELTS 8.0

What the Score Means:
- Listening: Demonstrates an understanding of a broad spectrum of conversations in diverse contexts, easily engaging with nuances and varied pronunciation.
- Speaking: Communicates with sophistication and demonstrate ease in intricate dialogues on a wide range of subjects.
- Reading: Investigates, critiques, and reflects while reading, exhibiting a layered understanding of both content and intention.
- Writing: Demonstrates clear command over written discourse, drafting succinct, well structured, and correctly sourced essays, articles, briefs, and reports.

Insights for Applications
- Prepared For: Facilitating academic discussions, leading on projects, and working in highly collaborative engaged environments.
- Keep in Mind: On occasion may produce minor errors that have little or no impact on the overall communication.

IELTS 8.5

What the Score Means:
- Listening: Understands spoken word universally, from day-to-day conversation to scholarly discussions.
- Speaking: Effortlessly participates in arguments and discussions, and conversation across contexts and disciplines.
- Reading: Utilizes advanced analytical skills, synthesizing texts from multiple genres and disciplines with ease.
- Writing: Produces exceptional written work, demonstrating thorough control of tone, style, and argumentation.

Insights for Applications
- Prepared For: Actively shaping discussions, leading research-initiatives, and embraces public speaking with confidence.
- Keep in Mind: Mistakes are rare and may go unnoticed, in hyper-specific contexts some clarification may be necessary.